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The huge black scale demon wolf leader died, and the other black scale demon wolf leader who was
about to tear the wooden man to pieces saw this, and suddenly let out an angry roar.

It smashed the wooden man with a paw, rushed towards Lu Yuan, and its blue eyes were full of cold
killing intent.

The Black Scale Demon Wolf who was besieging the 8th team all gave up their goal, turned their
heads and rushed towards Lu Yuan.

There are dozens of black scale demon wolves, raging and violent.

Lu Yuan's expression remained unchanged, and he directly greeted him with the epee.

When Grote saw this scene, their expressions changed slightly.

"Damn! Support Lu Yuan!"

Several people kept killing the black scale demon wolf blocking the way and rushed towards Lu
Yuan.

The black aura of the black-scaled demon wolves of the third-order elite level circulates throughout
their body, and their claws condenses, grabbing towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan had no defense at all. The epee in his hand swept across, tearing a few black scale devil

wolves into pieces, and blood shed all over the ground.

However, he was also caught by a few claws, and clanging sounds continued to sound, and the
claws fell on Lu Yuan's body, but he could not even cause any injuries.

When Grot and others saw this scene, their eyes widened, and there was a look of shock in their
eyes.

Yang Qiu waved his wand and shot a few meters-long light blue wind blades at the black scale
demon wolf, exclaiming in his mouth:

"It didn't even break the defense?! What defensive ability is this?!"
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The movement in Stasi, who was planning to treat Lu Yuan with her spiritual power, stopped.

She found that she didn't need to treat Lu Yuan at all.

"I thought this guy had the strongest strength, but I didn't expect that his defense ability would be
even stronger."

Grote was also very shocked, and then his gaze swept across, with a hint of coldness in his eyes:

"While Lu Yuan has attracted the attention of the Black Scale Demon Wolf, he wiped them out!
Don't let them run away!"

Most of the black-scaled demon wolves rushed to Lu Yuan, wanting to avenge the previous bosses,
so that Grote's pressure became extremely small, and they could let go of their hands and feet to kill
the black-scaled demon wolves.

The remaining black scale demon wolf leader came to Lu Yuan, waving his claw shadow angrily to

attack Lu Yuan.

However, Lu Yuan discovered that the strength of this boss was slightly weaker than the previous
one.

Even the previous leader of the Black Scale Demon Wolf was not Lu Yuan's opponent, let alone this
one?

Lu Yuan resisted the attack of a group of black-scaled demon wolf elites, and stubbornly bumped
into it twice, and the heavy sword struck it through its neck and killed it.

The two most powerful black scale demon wolf leaders died, and the remaining black scale demon
wolf elites could not even pose a threat to Lu Yuan and were killed one after another.

Originally, when there were a dozen black scale devil wolves left, the black scale devil wolf finally
realized that he was afraid and planned to escape. Unfortunately, Lu Yuan and the people would not
give them a chance to escape and kill them all.

Within a radius of tens of meters, all were the corpses of the Black Scaled Demon Wolf, and the
ground was full of blood.

The previous battle left the surrounding environment in a mess. There were many claw marks on the

tree trunks, and even smaller trees broke directly and fell to the ground.

Lu Yuan shook the blood from the epee and exhaled slightly.



There were a lot of these black scale devil wolves, and Lu Yuan killed the most. Even he consumed
a lot of spiritual power, but he had prepared spiritual crystals before, and now he has always

maintained a state of spiritual power. , And did not feel tired.

Lu Yuan turned his head to look at Grote and the others not far away, and walked over.

"Captain, are you okay."

Grote's eyes all looked at Lu Yuan with a look of shock. Grote nodded to Lu Yuan, patted him on

the shoulder, and then walked to the 8th team:

"Help first!"

Lu Yuan and the others also walked over.

After arriving in front of the 8 team, Lu Yuan could see their situation clearly.

There are two members of Team 8 on the ground. One is wearing a battle armor with a huge shield
on the side. His head is full of blood, and the other is wearing leather armor. One of his arms is
missing and his chest is torn. .

Both of them are obviously dead.

The remaining people were wounded on their own, they were pale and sat weakly on the ground.

The middle-aged man who had previously summoned the wooden man was considered the least
injured. The most injured was a blue-robed man with three claw marks on his chest and a broken

left hand.

Stasi walked over, with a solemn expression on her face:

"You are all seriously injured, I will treat them according to the injuries."

Grote opened his mouth and said, "Is there enough healing potions?"

The middle-aged man headed nodded, "I have already drunk it."

He coughed out a mouthful of blood, glanced at the two corpses on the ground, his face twitched
slightly, and then said:

"Thank you, Grote, if you didn't arrive in time, we would be gone. It's a pity Lao Lin and Bam."

Grote shook his head:



"Yes, you have a good rest."

He didn't say anything more, turned his head to look at the people of Lu Yuan, and said:

"Alert until they recover from their injuries. Tang Ji."

Tang Ji nodded, disappeared in place, and went to the nearby area to be on guard.

Lu Yuan glanced at the corpse on the ground again, and began to pay attention to his surroundings.

Although the injuries of the genetic warriors were serious, the effect of the healing potions itself was
good, plus Stasi treated them.

In just over ten minutes, their complexions have recovered a lot, they can stand up and have a
certain amount of action.

After getting up, the middle-aged man took out two huge black bags.

The others silently put the corpses of the two people on the ground into a black bag. After pulling
the bag, the middle-aged man put the two black bags into the war pattern space.

The whole process was silent and depressed, and Lu Yuan watched silently.

After doing all this, the middle-aged man exhaled slightly.

Grot slowly said: "Your current situation is no longer suitable for patrols. Go back for treatment.We

will ** you back."

"Um."

The middle-aged man nodded.

The Grote escorted the middle-aged men to the defensive camp.

When they came, it took only two minutes for Lu Yuan and the others. When they returned, it took
them nearly 20 minutes to get to the defensive camp.

After sending the members of Team 8 back, Grote frowned slightly and his face was condensed:

"It's a pity for Team 8 this time. Two of them died in one mission. If it can't be filled, the next
mission will be even more difficult. After all, the beast tide is coming soon."

"Yes, the strength of the fierce beast is getting stronger and stronger these days. The black scale
demon wolf should be a fierce beast that inhabits deeper, and they have all come to this place."



"Let the black scale demon wolves run over, the front line of defense should still be under pressure."

"It seems that the animal tide will break out soon. If this continues, I am afraid that a small animal

tide will break through the front line and run into our central defense line. Only then will it be
dangerous."

"Don't think about it so much, our scout team's duty is to detect these."

Grote shook his head: "Let's go, go to District 6."

Everyone went deep into the forest again.

The next day, Lu Yuan team patrolled the forest.

Originally speaking, the fierce beasts in this area were basically Tier 2 but during the patrol time of

only one day and night, Lu Yuan and his party encountered several Tier 3 fierce beasts.

Some fierce beasts were not weak in strength, and among them they encountered a Tier 3 low-level
leader-level fierce beast. It was a unicorn wild bear. The power was so terrifying that even Lu Yuan
was almost broken.

At twelve o'clock the next day, all the faces of the 22 team were tired.

There are more and more powerful beasts in this area, and they are fighting almost all day and night.

Even the recovery time is short.

Grot glanced at the instrument in his hand, exhaled slightly, and showed a relaxed smile:

"The handover time is up, we can go back."

Hearing this, everyone else was relieved.

Yang Qiu rubbed his wrist and said:

"A lot of Tier 3 fierce beasts, I am exhausted, and I feel that my spiritual power is about to be
drained."

"Who says no? Today's fierce beast is stronger than yesterday, fortunately there is Lu Yuan,
otherwise our team might be a bit dangerous this time. The one-horned wild bear before was too
strong."

Ding Wen said.



The others nodded, and there was a hint of lingering fear in their eyes.

Grote looked at Lu Yuan and couldn't help his mouth twitching:

"You guy has become stronger again. Even the low-level leader of Tier 3 can't break your defense."

Lu Yuan said embarrassedly:

"Isn't it said that the beast tide is coming? Just think about working hard, improving your strength
a little bit, and then you can do more."

In fact, the main reason is that Lu Yuan does not lack resources now. With his cultivation speed, if
he has enough resources, he can quickly improve in a short period of time.

"... Can you increase your strength so quickly by working hard? What kind of monster are you?"

Yang Qiu couldn't help but vomit.

"Let's go, let's go back and take a good rest."

…………

After returning to the defensive camp, Grot and Yang Qiu bid farewell. As the captain, he needs to
report on the patrol.

Lu Yuan and the others returned to their room to rest.

Tang Ji, Yang Qiu, and Ding Wen were planning to go out to the general area for a stroll, and
originally wanted to bring Lu Yuan to go together.

Lu Yuan refused. The time for his place of origin was approaching, and he could enter the place of
origin soon.

With the improvement of Lu Yuan's cultivation, the time spent in the place of origin became longer,
and the time to recover outside naturally became longer.

According to estimates, it will take about two days to recover.

Since Lu Yuan came out last time, he has almost passed by to chat.

Returning to the room, Lu Yuan took a little rest, and the bare door was restored.

Lu Yuan directly entered the place of origin.

…………



The southern line of defense, beyond the front line.

The depths of the endless mountains are very far away.

In the continuous mountains, there are fierce beasts roaring and roaring, shaking the forest.

A large number of fierce beasts are gathering quickly, moving in one direction.

The direction these beasts moved was a huge valley.

At the end of the valley, there is a cave. From time to time, weird sounds are heard inside the cave,
and wisps of black air spread out of the valley.

In the valley, a large number of fierce beasts are crawling on the ground, their eyes are frantic and
bloody.

Some of these fierce beasts have extremely powerful auras, reaching the battle king or even the
battle king level, and some have weak auras, only having first-order and second-order.

The fierce beasts with huge differences in strength stay together, but they are extremely harmonious.

At this moment, the black energy in the cave of the valley suddenly surged, and strands of pitch
black merged into the body of the fierce beast in the valley.

Suddenly, these fierce beasts let out a roar one after another, their eyes turned red, and wisps of
black mist spilled out of their bodies.

In the cave, a pair of weird dark green eyes can be vaguely seen, with a strong evil spirit in them.

The next moment, there was a low roar from inside the cave, all the fierce beasts seemed to have
been ordered, and they rushed out of the valley and rushed outside.

One of them was a white giant 100 meters high roaring, one foot on the top of a mountain, the top
of the mountain cracked.

There are also thousands of meters of pitch black pythons roaming in the mountains.

There is also a petite and exquisite cyan cheetah that is only two or three meters high. The flashes
appear thousands of meters away, and a few flashes disappear into the horizon.

Etc., etc.

A large number of powerful beasts entered the mountains, and their roar sounded in the endless
mountains.



The fierce beasts in the mountains gradually gathered together, densely packed, boundless, and the
number was uncountable.

They roared and rushed in the direction of the Red Maple Empire.

…………

Endless mountains, the outermost periphery of the southern defense line.

In the conference room in a huge fortress, dozens of powerful people gathered together.

Among them are guards in military uniforms, and some teachers from the genius camp, including Si
Tingyu.

The head was a blond man with a majestic face.

His eyes swept across the crowd, his face was heavy, and he slowly said:

"Calling everyone over this time, the satellite has discovered it."

He clicked the light curtain in front of him, and suddenly, a projection appeared on the central round
table of the conference room.

In the projection, among the endless mountains, a giant white jade elephant hundreds of meters high
is taking heavy steps, crushing the peaks, rolling over the forest, and approaching the defense line.

Suddenly, it raised its head and glanced at the direction of the sky, its huge eyes red as blood.

A 100-meter-high giant ape with black scales all over was on a mountain peak. He jumped up, and
the remaining mountain peaks collapsed. His body spanned several kilometers and landed directly
on another mountain peak. Crushed on the top.

He had red eyes, raised his head and roared, and his arms slapped his chest.

A thousand-meter-long pitch-black giant python swims between the mountains, the snake letter is
slightly protruding, and its scarlet eyes have a cold killing intent.

In the forest, there are still a large number of fierce beasts more than ten meters high, even tens of
meters high, following several powerful fierce beasts, trying to move along the line of defense.

Wherever he passed, mountains and rivers collapsed and giant trees collapsed.

In the vast forest, there are even smaller fierce beasts that flash by from time to time, and even the
satellites can't see it clearly.



Looking at those projections, the meeting room was plunged into dead silence at this

moment~www.mtlnovel.com~ The majestic man led slowly said:

"The white jade celestial elephant, the sky ape, the night demon python, these are the imperial peak
beasts in the depths of the endless mountain range. They are leading countless beasts and are
approaching the defense line. I am afraid that they are planning to fight."

On the side, Yu Lao frowned slightly:

"Looking at their eyes, it looks a little weird because they are so blood red."

"Recently, we have encountered a lot of fierce beasts with blood-red eyes. The tide of beasts this
time is a bit unusual."

A sturdy dark-skinned man put his hands on his chest: "Huh! No matter what the reason, since the
tide of beasts is here, then kill the beasts! Those imperial beasts are hiding in the depths of the
endless mountain range. Maybe they haven't been taken yet. The way, since they dare to come out,
then be prepared for death! Are we humans really messy?!"

The majestic man opened his mouth and said, "Since we have to prepare for battle, let's discuss the
countermeasures for the layout of the defense line."

In the meeting room, everyone began to discuss.
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